Lutheran Bibliography for 2017

Books


Bahlcke, Joachim, Beate Störtkuhl, Matthias Weber, and Sarah Patey. *The Luther Effect in Eastern Europe: History – Culture – Memory*. Berlin, Germany: De Gruyter Oldenbourg, 2017. [These essays examine the impacts of Lutheran teaching in Eastern Europe (Poland, Romania, etc.) from the 16th century to the present day.]


Bernhard, Roland, Felix Hinz, and Robert Maier. *Luther und die Reformation in internationalen Geschichtskulturen*. Göttingen, Germany: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2017. [Authors ask to what extent the denominational and national divisions born from the Reformation still affect modern culture and also what Reformation themes persist in popular understanding.]


Bower, Sharon Smith. *Letters from Ole Rocksvold*. [Decorah, IA]: [Anundsen Publishing Company], 2017 [Biography of this immigrant, Civil War veteran, farmer, postmaster and father of ten who also helped established Glenwood Lutheran Church, near Decorah, Iowa]


Dillon, Mary Beth Mueller. *From Johannesberg to New Wells*. [Indianapolis, IN?]: s.p., 2017. [Lutheran history in and around New Wells, Missouri]
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Hafertepe, Kenneth. The Material Culture of German Texans. College Station, TX: Texas A&M University Press, 2016. [Several Lutheran churches fall under the purview of this study]

Hawley, George. *Demography, Culture, and the Decline of America’s Christian Denominations*. Lanham, MD: Lexington Books, 2017. [Lutherans are studied among the broader focus of this research on Christianity.]

Heckel, Ulrich et al, eds. *Luther Heute: Ausstrahlungen der Wittenberger Reformation*. Tübingen, Germany: Mohr Siebeck, 2017. [These essays, by Tübingen’s protestant faculty, provide a careful historical account of Martin Luther's key theological concepts and present their meaning for church and society today.]


Long, Roy. *Martin Luther and His Legacy: A Perspective on 500 Years of Reformation*. Lulu.com, 2017. [Tells the story of the development of Lutheran communities in the United Kingdom]


Rao, John C. *Luther and His Progeny: 500 Years of Protestantism and its Consequences for Church, State and Society*. Kettering, OH: Angelico Press, 2017. [Catholics from a wide range of disciplines seek to track the influence of Protestantism into the present era.]


Ziesak, Anne-Katrin, Ewa Gossart, Philipp Steinkamp, and Adam Blauhut. *The Luther Effect: Protestantism - 500 Years in the World*. Munich, Germany: Deutsches Historisches Museum & Hirmer Verlag, 2017. [This volume traces the global effects of the Reformation by looking at examples from Europe, Germany, Sweden, the United States, South Korea, and Tanzania.]

**Articles**

Albrecht, Michael J. “Observing a Double Anniversary: Engaging in Conversation with J. P. Koehler after One Hundred Years.” *Logia* XXVI:1 (2017)


Brenner, John M. “From Federation to Merger: The Birth of the Wisconsin Synod as We Know it Today.” *Wisconsin Lutheran Quarterly* 114:4 (2017)


Collver, Albert B. “A Global Perspective on History and Archives.” *Concordia Historical Institute Quarterly* 90:4 (2017)


Ferguson, Jack D. “Reformation Centennials, 1617-2017: The Church’s Celebration of the Reformation at 100 Year Intervals.” *Concordia Historical Institute Quarterly* 90:3 (2017)

Fiala, David Aaron. “Martin Luther’s Small Catechism: A History of English Language Editions and Explanations Prepared by The Lutheran Church–Missouri Synod.” *Concordia Historical Institute Quarterly* 89:4 (2016)
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“Hebron Lutheran Church Celebrates its 300th Anniversary.” Germanna: The Newsletter of the Memorial Foundation of the Germanna Colonies in Virginia (Spring 2017)


Kettering-Lane, Denise D. "Philipp Spener and the Role of Women in the Church: The Spiritual Priesthood of All Believers in German Pietism." *The Covenant Quarterly (Online)* 75:1 (2017)


Lawrence, Sony. “Rejuvenating the Lutheran Identity in India: Indian Christians Meeting Luther Five Hundred Years after the Reformation.” *Lutheran Mission Matters* 25:2 (2017)

Lawson, Evald B. “A Page or Two from First, Brockton’s Early History.” *Archives Advocate* 3:3 (2017)


Lohrmann, Martin J. "Faith...and Good Works! The Formation of the Lutheran Church through J. Bugenhagen." *Currents In Theology And Mission* 44:1 (2017)
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Rast, Lawrence R., Jr. “Forty Years after Seminex.” *Concordia Theological Quarterly* 80:3-4 (2016)


Vieker, Jon D. “After Ten Years: Reflections on *Lutheran Service Book*.” *Concordia Historical Institute Quarterly* 89:3 (2016)

Vieker, Jon D. “A Brief History of Contemporary Worship in the LCMS through the Eyes of Forrest Gump.” *Concordia Historical Institute Quarterly* 90:4 (2017)
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Wohlrabe, John C., Jr. “Distractions and Repercussions of the Liturgical Movement in Mid-20th Century Missouri Synod.” Concordia Historical Institute Quarterly 89:3 (2016)

Zersen, David J. “Did Luther Really Say?” Concordia Historical Institute Quarterly 90:3 (2017)

Chapters


**Congregation/Organization Histories**


Crone, John. 'Records and Remembrances' of the adjoining Cemetery at Saint John's Lutheran Church, Winchester – Frederick County, Virginia, CreateSpace: Saint John Lutheran Church, 2017.

*Emanuel Lutheran Cemetery in Rib Falls, Wisconsin: history and its people.* [Rib Falls, WI]: [2017]


*History of Belleview Lutheran Church 1881-2016, Howard, South Dakota, The.* s.p., [2016].


Klausmeier, Robert et al. *Emmanuel 150: Thus Far the Lord has Helped Us.* Fort Wayne, IN: Emmanuel Lutheran Church, 2017.


*One Hundred Fifty Years of Faith Stories: Zion Lutheran Church: 1866-2016, Buffalo, Minnesota.* Blurb.com, 2016.


*Saint Paul Lutheran Church: 100 Years 1916-2016.* McAllen, TX: s.p., 2016.


Seible, Marcea K. *Allen College.* Charleston, SC: Arcadia Publishing, 2017. [Allen College of Nursing was the Allen Memorial Hospital Lutheran School of Nursing from 1942-1989.]
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Motion Pictures


Theses


Schaeffer Hansen, Brenda. ‘God is listening only to the English tongue’: Anti-German Sentiment in Davenport and Scott County, Iowa, 1848-1919. M.A. University of Nebraska at Kearney, 2016.